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Title: Monster Hunter: World - Gesture: Pop Star Dance
Genre: Action
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CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
Franchise:
Monster Hunter
Release Date: 24 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: WINDOWS® 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit required)

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4460, 3.20GHz or AMD FX™-6300

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 760 or AMD Radeon™ R7 260x (VRAM 2GB)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound (DirectX® 9.0c)

Additional Notes: 1080p/30fps when graphics settings are set to "Low"

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Polish,Traditional Chinese,Japanese,Korean,Russian
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This was a good visual novel overall. It was very cute and had great voice acting and fluffy romance. To my relief, it was easy to
play through all the story paths and endings. I enjoyed both main story branches but found that I preferred the Human Side
(story branch in which Lilia is primarily in human form) over the Luccretia Side (story branch in which she's primarily in
luccretia form). Although Lilia behaved more honestly while in luccretia form (and was just plain cuter), in the Human Side she
was more honest with Ronan overall, and I really liked that. That honesty was reflected in how the ending played out too, and it
just worked better for me overall.

Pros:
+ Excellent voice acting. All dialogue is voiced (characters' thoughts are not), and I liked everyone's voice but the villain's.
Although I tended to read faster than the actors spoke, I found myself waiting for them to finish talking before moving on to the
next line, because I liked their voices so much.
+ The story was a bit bland and predictable, but it was so cutely executed that I mostly didn't notice. I liked Ronan and, although
she was occasionally frustrating, I liked Lilia too. It was fun watching them gradually realize their feelings for each other.
+ The story wasn't rapey! That said, it did have some other issues I've covered in my "cons" section.
+ I loved the sprites, and the CG artwork was usually pretty nice too.
+ Very easy to go through all the story options. Choices have two types of effects: raising your chance of getting the Human
Side vs. the Luccretia Side, and raising your romance (I'm not sure how necessary this is - I never tested what effect choosing
nothing but non-romance options would get you). You only ever have to choose between two possible options, and the effects of
your choices are immediately made clear with a little image that appears. Also, the game makes it crystal clear which story paths
you've already followed and allows players to start off at whichever chapter (that they've previously played) that they'd like. This
would be a great first visual novel for newbies.

Cons:
- The story was pretty bland and predictable after a certain point.
- Although Lilia is an adult (or maybe older teen?) in human form, she's physically only 13 or 14 in luccretia form. Which
means that, especially in the Luccretia Side, Ronan finds himself growing increasingly attracted to a child. Granted, even he has
problems with this and fights his feelings, but the Luccretia ending has him deciding that it's okay to love her no matter her
form because Lilia's mental age in that form is older. I kind of agreed with him, but the justification still felt a bit icky.
- The translation was occasionally a bit rough, with a few misused words and awkward phrases here and there.

All in all I'm glad I've already purchased How to Fool a Liar King. I'm looking forward to playing that one too.. i bought it to play
with my bro and also for nostalgia feels. The EE has added some nice feature such as quick loot. Once you used to it, you wont loot
enemy corpse individually again, especially when your party has become stronger and always wipe out enemy party or entire
kobold village. You can casually loot mid fight too. Gotta collect the gold. This is an enjoyable SHMUP. Your time is split between
dispersing enemies and collecting lumergy to open the gate to the next level. 100 levels in total with an increase in difficulty loop
occuring past level 50. The large ship selection is nice and the powerup system works well. Vortex Attack is not a bullet hell per say
but still EXTREMELY frantic with all that's occuring on screen. Imagine Galaga's crack baby figeting in the womb and you have
Vortex Attack.

If I had one major gripe for Vortex Attack it would be the boss battles. They are uninspired and boring. The shooting in between is
great fun though and highly addicting. The entire game is still just missing "something" though. Needs a little more umph perhaps?
Check out Roche Fusion as well for a game roughly in this same category but a little more fleshed out. VA is still a thumbs up
though.. Am I proud that I've logged so much time in this game? no, no I'm not. But you and I both know why we're on this page.

My biggest complaint is the eyes. They kinda freak me out in some of the cells.

Also, jsyk, game can be patched by adding an empty file with the right name to the local directory. It's in the community guides..
Great iteration of Boulder Dash. I've played the mobile versions as well, and like to finally be able to play on a keyboard and
controller - best experience. Always wanted to take a shot at building levels for a game like this, and so far, the built in editor seems
to do the job pretty well. Glad to see classics like this get a present day update that's still fun to play.
. Buy this DLC only if you have already finished the game, if you have fun with game and want to thank developers. This DLC
adds star ship building and one more optional ending which breaks main story on a half at the most interesting moment. This DLC
may be more usefull if developers will add to DLC ability to stay on planet with sending ship to Tanalon.
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Notebook DEXP CLV-650-SB CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-4000M RAM: 8GB HDD+SSD
Video: NVIDIA GeForce 940M (bumblebee + nvidia-current)
OS: MagOS Linux 2016.64 DE: Plasma 1366x768. This was a pretty bad game I mean it had one or 2 jump scares that actually got
me the rest of the game was just \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but it's just what I would expect from an asset flip
like this. I obviously can't force you not to buy this but just know that you've been warned. 2\/10. I'm playing this with a couple of
foot trackers. The tracker implementation works very well, and it fools my body into believing that the floor is actually tilting.

Definitely worth the money.
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I really love the game, but the one thing i dont like are sharks. i literally hate those with a passion, i canot get past them. could u
please see if u can make the sharks a littl bit easer.. This game is believed to have been the original catalyst for the Black death

not even god forgives it as it lays languishing in the seventh circle of f♥♥♥♥ing Hell.
. Many interesting ideas are implemented here. The plot is presented by audio files that you gathering during the adventure - this
is just making you feel more alone and scared. I like flashlight in this game - here you have battery system, so it is another thing
to wory about. In this type of game it is poistive thing :) Toxins level system is also interesting - never found anything like it in
other games. Level of toxins is connected with your fear - it maybe sounds wired, but works nice in the game. I am not a horror
fan, but I have found this game very engaging! So I think I can reccomend it for everyone.. I honestly have no idea what
happened but it was fun. I EVEN CANT LOGIN !!!!!!!!!
. PCM18 cut, copy and paste game is "kind of a joke". And not the good kind either.
The amount of glitches & crashes that are everpresent is astounding.
The game feels clearly rushed and unfinished. Don't buy it .... totaly worth 1 buck

i was surprised what im getting for 50 cent here in the sale

i had worser games for 60 xD

but the first part (Putrefaction1) sucks hands of

i buyed it and i could refund it but i keep it to support this guy

im sure we will see much better things from him in the future
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